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About This Game

As the sole survivor of a distressed long-haul spaceship, you find yourself trapped within its falling apart remainings, struggling
to maintain its vital functions

and coping with your own survival while a code-strangled AI tries to help you.

Explore, salvage, study and make a good use of the different modules of the ship to resolve this dreadful situation.

Inspired by our love for science-fiction classics and the survival genre, Drift Into Eternity presents you with a unique and
difficult survival experience in first person

view. You'll have to quickly learn how to take advantage of the environment if you want to overcome the many dangers
threatening the ship and your life.

Key Features:

Enter a cold, stark, silent ship, drifting in an asteroid field, its hull slowly being hammered by all sides, and its
atmosphere being poisoned by its own toxic fuel released during the accident, while its vital functions die out one by
one.

Explore and chart the ship for materials to repair its many devices, for food and water to prevent starvation, and try to
keep your morale up to avoid fatal depression.

Repair the many damages slowly tearing apart the ship: close the breaches, repair its many devices, fight the many
electrical fires, cleanse the corrosive and lethal atmosphere slowly infiltrating the hull.

Use the help of a sarcastic AI to gather the mandatory knowledge of your surroundings.

Study, craft, research and upgrade your tools to improve your chances of survival.
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Take care of your diseases and wounds rapidly, if you don't want them to hinder your progression or put an end to it!

Minimal hand holding, you're the one trying to beat the game, we will only give hints on the very basic mechanics.
Learning and progressing is all up to you.

This game is meant to be difficult and challenging for the players. You will struggle and fail often. But hold on tight, explore,
observe and study... and maybe you'll find a way to survive each time a little longer!

The answer may be at the very end of the corridor!
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Title: Drift Into Eternity
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
We Are Bots
Publisher:
We Are Bots
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 275 series or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Unfortunately, I don't recommend purchasing this title. Progress in expanding your resort after the initial development and
you're earning well is just ultimately slow and dull. It is a long grind to gain acheivements to the point of boredom and I have not
played this game in many months as a result. However the management system is well constructed, it doesn't contain any bugs
that I'm aware of, doesn't need much PC power and isn't difficult, so it has all that going for it.. Even better than SC2VN, great
BGM, art and characters.

I hope the developers are considering a sequel, I'd love to see more of Bolt.. It truly is Metal as ♥♥♥♥. Pretty much a top-down
re-make of the outbreak games in the resident evil series. Very challenging with similar controls, plays just as well as i
remember the old RE games playing. This game is challenging, and RNG can be a bit unfair, but a good player can win with
even the worst RNG.. Was going for a negative review first, for the "hardcore" feature listed - can't feel hardcore on medium
difficulty.
But decided to give it another shot on hardcore difficulty in-game.
I tell you what. If you buy this game for hardcore - choose it in difficulty select, otherwise you'll be disappointed.
Since it's really hard with it - I'll rate it up.. Fun little expansion that added several more hours of gameplay.. I came into this
game really wanting to like it. There's a lot of potential, but it ultimately has too many glaring flaws to be truly enjoyable. The
jumpscares, while effective, are ultimately cheap; they are about the only thing this game has going for it. The developer tried to
build a sense of dread, but the player often feels confused on where to go or what key goes to what door, which is frustrating.
The environment design feels underdeveloped and bland, which is a huge missed opportunity, and takes a lot away from the
experience.

Mechanically speaking, the game runs smooth and lighting looks nice The controls, however, have some problems. There is no
pause menu, (or at least none I could find) and hitting escape doesn't do anything! I had to manuallly quit the game from the
outside. This game also does not display its' controls anywhere, and while they are standard for first person PC games of this
style, could make new players confused or frustrated.

I wanted to like this game, I really did. But just dropping a player into a bland and empty house with a couple jumpscares isn't
enough to keep me engaged.
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Its a good way to introduce the concept of esports to your dumb\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 friends.. Don't listen to the negaitve
reviews. Those same tools give games like GORN stellar reviews for VR. That game is a cell phone app. This game is a
complete VR experience, and probably the first full story/leveles in a vr game for action games. Very well done. Well worth the
price. The graphics and story are good enough to make you want to keep playing. AGAIN games like GORN are considered
good by these beta male ANTIFA types. I am telling you this is a great 30 dollar VR game, and I ♥♥♥♥♥ about all games. If
you want to actually get use outta your VR get this for a chamge, it is a step up to generation 2 VR. I rather stand than sit playing
this, so I wish they could add a upright positition mode, but still great inovative game. This game, ONWARD, THE ROOM,
SUPERHOT, RAW DATA, CALL OF STARSEED, PARANORMAL ACTIVITY are the leading games as of right now in
VR. BTW on rail shooters are the best. ALL these teens and early 20 somethings need to shut up, ur games suck. On rails have
been king for many decades until your view on games is bring us closer to another videogame crash.. As far as i can tell its just a
raw unedited upload of this asset https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/systems\/action-rpg-starter-kit-9076

They didnt even change the blurry text :(

Looking at the devs history after playing it looks like they have uploaded 15 games in the past 2 weeks, i would imagine theyre
the same story (Epic roll at least has an asset by the same name in the unity store). The same low quality models are used once
more. Especially the feet look terrible. You can "sit" at a table and judge every girl after a while. This would only be ok as a free
demo or in the region of one buck.

There is a camera but I did not manage to pick it up properly and to take a photo.

Note: There seems to be no nudity nor sexual content.. VOI is a short puzzle game with an interesting mechanic (reminds me of
physical tangram puzzles but with XOR logic), but the implementation is a bit lacking. The puzzles are good, and several took
me many attempts to figure out the right solution. With the play field dominating the left of the screen with the intended shape
on the right it felt very similar to messing with similar physical puzzles, trying to create the correct shape. The XOR aspect of it
(overlapping shapes negate each other) makes the puzzles interesting and unique. There are 66 levels, and it took me just over
an hour to complete all of them.

However, as a game, it was missing several crucial features. There's no options other than to disable music or sound effects, and
no exit button. Hitting escape enters windowed mode (from fullscreen), but you have to force quit the window either manually
or with alt+f4. When you complete the last level there's no confirmation that you've solved the level other than the achievement
unlock. Nothing here that stops me from recommending the game, but it does detract from the overall experience. For a dollar,
I'd say it is worth it, but there's better alternatives such as Hook, klocki, or PUSH.

For more puzzle game and platformer recommendations, check out my Curator page

. Game crashes ALOT!!!!! When i can play the game is nice. how about some more routes developers?
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